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Abstract

This study is a thesis for the Master of Science degree in Media Technology
and Engineering at the Department of Science and Technology, Linkoping
University. It was accomplished from November 2002 to May 2003.

Objective image quality measures play an important role in various image
processing applications. In this paper quality measures applied on halftoned
images are aimed to be in focus. Digital halftoning is the process of
generating a pattern of binary pixels that create the illusion of a continuous-
tone image. Algorithms built on this technique produce results of very
different quality and characteristics. To evaluate and improve their
performance, it is important to have robust and reliable image quality
measures. This literature survey is to give a general description in digital
halftoning and halftone image quality methods.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Overview

1.1 Introduction

In numerous digital imaging applications, there is a need to maintain the
highest quality of the perceived images, for output device that can only
achieve a limited number of output states such as printers or monitors.
Digital halftoning is the approach that has been widely used to meet this
demand. Digital halftoning is a digital image processing technique used to
produce a halftone output image from a continuous-tone original image.

A continuous-tone image is typically represented as a set of discrete pixel
values ranging from 0 to 255. To reproduce this image on an output device
capable of printing dots of one tone level (e.g., black) it is necessary to
create the sensation of intermediate tone levels by suitably distributing the
printed dots. This is accomplished by converting the continuous-tone image
to a binary output image using some form of halftoning algorithm. In other
words, digital halftoning means image quantization by algorithms that
exploit properties of the vision system to create the illusion of a continuous-
tone image. Many digital halftoning algorithms exist, each with its own
strengths and weaknesses. An overview of the most common methods is
presented.

By taking into account the properties and limitations of the human visual
system (HVS), images can be more efficiently and better reproduced. To
achieve these goals it is necessary to build a computational model of the
HVS. In this work we give an introduction to the general issue of HVS
modeling. By weighting the binary halftone image with a model of the
human visual system, a measure of the subjective effect of the quantization
noise on the viewer is obtained.
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1.2 Overview

Chapter 2 serves as an introduction to those not familiar with the current
trends in digital printing. This chapter reviews the history of printing and
image reproduction, by how halftoning first was done 200 years ago and
how things have changed today with the introduction of computers and
high-resolution printers. This chapter also reviews some of the existing
halftoning techniques.

In Chapter 3, some mathematically defined quality measures are explained
and described in the first part. For example spatial and spectral metrics used
to study binary dither patterns are introduced. These metrics offer a
fundamental understanding of the relationships that may exist for a given
point distribution. The latter part of this chapter deals with models of human
vision, which can be efficiently exploited to improve the visual quality of
halftoned images. In Chapter 5 we will compare and improve their
performance in the context of objective quality measures of halftoned
images.

Three existing methods for halftoning are presented in Chapter 4 (error
diffusion, near-optimal method and direct binary search DBS). Their pros
and cons are discussed and investigated. The results of using these methods
are also shown. A further investigation is given for error diffusion because
this method typically suffers from several types of degradations.

In Chapter 5 we show experiments and results from both subjective and
objective tests. We also show how to predict the sharpening effect from
error diffusion. It is necessary to account for distortions, such as sharpening
or blurring, before computing the suggested quality measures. Otherwise
these effects will be erroneously incorporated into the weighted quality
measurements.
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Chapter 2

History and Background

2.1 History Behind Halftone Development

Since the introduction of photography sometime in the beginning of 19th

century, a new way of reproducing continuous-tone image without loss of
tonal value or detail was introduced. Before that date images could only be
reproduced as line drawings by highly skilled craftsmen, usually on
scratchboard. The history of halftone technology can be dated back to 1835
when Fox Talbot [1] placed black gauze between a photosensitive material
and an object to reproduce an image. The structure of the gauze produced a
screen-encoded image is shown in Fig. 2.1.

Figure 2.1: The image illustrates one of the earliest known photographic
negatives produced on paper. The image represents a latticed window, made
by F. Talbot 1835.

Almost 30 years later, Frederick Ives [1] designed and made the first
practical halftone screen that consisted of two exposed glass negatives with
lines scribed equidistant on each of them. They were cemented together so
that the lines would cross at right angles. In 1890 Louis and Max Levy [1],
succeeded to develop a precision manufacturing process for these screens.
An original photograph would be re-photographed while the halftone screen
was placed in front of the new film.

The squares were created by crossing the lines on the glass plates, which
would focus the light coming from the original photograph into dots. The
lighter areas of the original, reflecting more light to the film and the darker
areas of the original area reflected less light.
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By this conduct a halftone negative was produced. The halftone process
made it possible to reproduce original photographs of high quality without
having to engrave or draw them onto a printing plate. Soon after the
invention, newspapers began using more and more illustrations in their
articles.

The next milestone was the invention of contact screen by M. Hepher in
1953 [1]. The glass plate was replaced with a flexible piece of processed
film, placed directly in contact with the unexposed lithographic film. This
contact screen is an exposed and processed photographic film with a
repeating, vignetted image pattern. The screen controlled the screen
frequency (the number of lines per inch), the dot shape (the shape of the
dots as the size increased from light to dark) and the screen angle (the
orientation of lines relative to the positive horizontal axis).

This invention leading to a technical revolution and numerous of valuable
technologies were produced to serve the photography and printing industry.
The introduction of computers in the reproduction industry opens the gate of
multiple choices of process and manipulates photographs. This invention
also offered new possibilities to reproduce photographs, which implies to
give halftoning several of new important purposes to serve.

Today in commercial printing, there are in general three different kinds of
printing processes represented by letterpresses, lithography and screen
printing technology. These printing processes, previously relied on analog
photomechanical screening methods with halftones consisting of rows of
dots fixed along a grid in a regular pattern. With the advent of devices
named as digital image setters, which convert the original continuous-tone
image to a binary bitmap, the printing process has rapidly been moved into a
digital binary form of representation. A general overview of the digital
halftoning process is shown in Fig. 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: The image illustrates a general overview of a digital halftoning
process, the original continuous-tone image transformed to a binary
halftone.

In general the development of digital halftoning is a result from both
printing and display industry. The driving forces in developing digital
halftoning were the need of displaying images on binary level output
devices and rendering images on different kinds of printers. At the same
time also reduce the memory requirements and improve the transmission
speed. Digital halftoning methods can be divided in three different classes,
AM halftoning, FM halftoning and AM-FM hybrids.

2.2 AM Halftoning

AM (Amplitude Modulated) halftoning, sometimes named as conventional
halftoning, refers to a process of producing a pattern of dots that vary in size
according to the tone. Dark shades of gray are represented by large printed
dots and light shades of gray are represented by small dots. The patterns
may also be varied in screen frequency, dot shape and screen angle. An
overview is given in Fig. 2.3.

Figure 2.3: The image represent screen frequency, dot shape and screen
angle of an AM halftone pattern.
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In AM halftoning the distance between the centers of two neighboring dots
is constant. The number of halftone dots per inch is called screen frequency
and is given by the number lines or rows of macro dots per inch of the
resulting halftone pattern. Depending on the resolution of the printer in dots
per inch (dpi), the screen frequency in lines per inch (lpi) is limited by the
number of gray-levels the printer can represent. The relationship is defined
as:

1−
=

grayoflevels

dpiinresolution
lpi (2.1)

The resolution in which the halftone image is printed is of big importance.
A higher resolution will pronounce less presence of visible dots detected by
the human eye. Therefore, screen frequency should be above 200 lpi,
according to reference studies presented in [2].

The size and shape of the dots might also be of importance. The specific
arrangement of thresholds (presented by different values) within the given
halftone array, the cluster (dots) should behave in size and shape according
to tone. The most common used dot shapes are elliptical, round and squares,
shown in Fig. 2.4.

Figure 2.4: The image illustrates the most common used dot shapes for an
AM halftone pattern, from left to right elliptical, round and squares.

The last parameter that classifies an AM halftone pattern is the screen angle,
which gives the orientation of screen lines relative to the horizontal axis.
According to studies related with the human vision system [4], our eye is
more sensitive to horizontal or vertical artifact than to diagonal ones.
Therefore, the orientation of the screen angle should follow along diagonal
direction at 45 degrees.

The first and most common used AM halftoning method is clustered ordered
dithering [5]. In this halftoning algorithm, the input image is compared with
a threshold matrix. The ordered dithering algorithm for a specific threshold
matrix ),( nmt  can be described as follows:





<
≥

=
),(),(0
),(),(1

),(
nmtnmgif

nmtnmgif
nmh (2.2)
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where ),(and),( nmhnmg , denote the original continuous-tone image and
the halftone image, respectively. Here, it is assumed that the input image has
been normalized so that 1),(0 ≤≤ nmg . Basically, the threshold matrix
defines the order in which the dots are added. Depending on the threshold
matrix, the halftoning algorithm has different characteristics. The simplest
matrix is the one, with a constant value at each pixel, i.e. 5.0),( =nmt .

Because of the periodic nature of AM halftoning it can potentially give raise
to many geometrical interactions with other periodic patterns that are
involved in the rendering process. AM methods are also limited by the
fundamental tradeoff between spatial resolution and rendered gray-levels,
which result in limited ability to rendering finer details. By observing the
halftoned image in Fig. 2.5, it is clearly to notice the unpleasant presence of
artifacts on form of contouring effects.

Figure 2.5: The test image halftoned with a clustered dot technique
(Classical screen, matrix 8 × 8, 65 levels of gray). The tints and ramp are
printed in 150 dpi. The test image is printed in 300 dpi. The gray values of
the tints are: 1/16, 1/8, 1/4 and 1/2.

Another drawback connected with AM halftoning is known as moiré. This
may occur when the image that is to be halftoned contain periodical
structures or components that may interfere with the threshold matrix that is
used when halftoning. However, this is a more common problem associated
with color printing and color halftoning.

The primary advantage of AM halftoning is the single threshold operation.
To compute the point-by-point processes, little memory is needed and it
only requires the gray-level of the current pixel, and not it's neighbors, to
compute the output.
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It has also good features of being robust and resistant from artifacts related
with printing, such as dot gain [5]. Dot gain occurs when the printed dots
increase in size relative to the intended dot size of the original halftone film,
which influences the printed halftone images to appear darker than the
original ones. Dot gain is also dependent on the characteristics of the
printer, paper and ink.

2.3 FM Halftoning

An alternative method to AM halftoning is FM (Frequency Modulated)
halftoning, which have a fixed dot size and shape, but the frequencies of the
dots varies with the gray-level of the underlying gray scale image. Because
the arrangement is sometimes a random pattern of dots, FM halftoning is
commonly referred as stochastic screening.

In 1973, Bayer [6] suggested a method, by proposing a new class of
threshold matrix called dispersed dot. The basic principle is the same as
described for ordered dithering with clustered dot. The characteristic of the
threshold matrix is, however, different. Instead of arranging the matrix value
in a decreasing order according to the radius, as in clustered dot, the
threshold matrix is generated in a recursive manner by spreading the dots as
far apart as possible from each other. This eliminates some of the limited
tradeoff between spatial resolution and rendered gray-levels, which is the
main problem in AM halftoning.

Figure 2.6: The test image halftoned with Bayer dispersed dot technique
(Recursive Tessellation method, matrix 16 × 16, 129 levels of gray). The tints
and ramp are printed in 150 dpi. The test image is printed in 300 dpi. The
gray values of the tints are: 1/16, 1/8, 1/4 and 1/2.
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However, a problem associated with early FM halftoning, like Bayer's
ordered dithering is that the dots are arranged periodically in the threshold
array and the resulting halftoned image also has this periodic artifacts in
regions of constant gray. Fig. 2.6 illustrates this appearance.

In 1975, Floyd and Steinberg [7] introduced error diffusion. It was a
completely new way to produce halftoned images of much higher quality,
than ordered dithering, at an increased expense of computational cost. The
error diffusion algorithm relies on distributing the quantization error by
performing a single linear pass over the image (from left to right and top to
bottom), where each pixel is set to either black or white and the resulting
error is distributed to neighboring pixels. Qualitatively speaking, error
diffusion accurately reproduces the gray-level in a local region by driving
the average error to zero through the use of feedback. More details about
error diffusion are given in Chapter 4.

FM halftoning like error diffusion avoids most of the problems and artifacts
associated with AM methods, mentioned in previous section. The advantage
of distributing printed dots in a random fashion avoids the moiré problem.
It also eliminates the need for screen angles and screen rulings, which result
in a halftone pattern of higher spatial resolution without presence of texture
artifacts.

Researchers and studies in the area of human vision, indicated that the
human eye act as a low-pass filter. This means that the human vision system
is in general less sensitive to uncorrelated high frequency noise than to
uncorrelated low frequency noise. Thereby, numerous of researchers try to
find a well suited halftone pattern that have an unstructured nature in high
frequencies (white noise) without low frequency artifacts in form of
periodical textures. The goal is to distribute the binary pixels as
homogeneously as possible.

In 1987, Ulichney introduced the concept blue noise to characterize
halftoning algorithms [8]. Halftoning algorithms introduce error into an
image, this error is known as quantization error, because it reduces the
number of bits from eight to one (in general case). The use of the term noise
implies that the quantization error has a random character. 1988 Ulichney
proposed that noise with a high-pass characteristic (blue noise) was the ideal
error from a perceptual point of view [4].
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Ulichney proposed a halftone algorithm dithering with blue noise, which
attempts to place the quantization noise from the halftoning process into the
higher frequencies. He also showed that halftones created by error diffusion
have such characteristic. This invention represented a major advance in
halftoning, which resulted in several new halftoning algorithms. It also gave
birth to the very common use among engineers to describe various types of
noise with color names.

After Ulichneys advent of blue noise, new kinds of halftoning methods were
introduced. Iterative or search-based methods that require several passes of
processing to determine the final halftone image. These methods try to
minimize the error between the continuous-tone image and the output
halftone image by searching for the best possible configuration of the binary
values in the halftone image. Iterative methods are the most computationally
intensive of all digital halftoning methods, but they yield significantly better
output quality than ordered dithering and error diffusion. More details about
iterative and search-based methods are given in Chapter 4.

A common feature associated with FM halftoning in printing is dot gain,
also mentioned in previous section. FM halftoning methods will suffer more
from this effect than AM halftoning [2], see Fig. 2.7. Dot gain can be
divided into two different types, physical and optical dot gain. In the case of
physical dot gain, this increase in size is created by the physical spreading
of ink as it is applied to the paper during the printing process.

Optical dot gain is the apparent growth of a printed dot created by the
interactions of incident light and paper [9]. In either case, dot gain is not
always regarded to be an unwanted distortion problem and in general, does
not limit the choice in halftoning techniques for a given printing process.

Figure 2.7: Total dot gain curve for an inkjet and a laser printer. As a
reference, the curve for a fictitious print without any dot gain (the straight
line) is included (by F. Nilsson 1998).
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What does limit the choice is the repeatability of dot gain. If a printer
consistently reproduces dots with small variation in dot gain, tone
reproduction can be achieved through dot gain compensation. The problem
that limits the use of compensation occurs when the printer does not
produce dot gain of consistently variation. The plotted dot gain curve in Fig.
2.7 illustrates the relationship used to maintain the compensation for dot
gain.

2.4 AM-FM Hybrids

The problem with FM screening is that as printers are achieving higher and
higher print resolutions (1440 dpi versus 300 dpi in 1991) [10], their ability
to print isolated dots reliably is being severely tested. Variations in the size
and shape of printed dots are beginning to have drastic impact on the
resulting images. These new distortions are requiring the introduction of
robust halftoning techniques (techniques which resist the effects of printer
distortion). Therefore, researchers are beginning to look at new possibilities
to produce halftone pattern, a real need has developing for a new unifying
framework for their study. This resulted in a new class of halftoning
algorithms that extract the advantages from both AM and FM halftoning.

In general, AM-FM hybrids are capable of producing patterns with lower
visibility (higher spatial resolution) compared to AM techniques and at the
same time provide to minimize the effects achieved from dot gain. These
methods are very promising because they simultaneously modulate the dot
size and dot density to produce the best quality halftone pattern at each
gray-level. In such case FM technique is usually applied to reproduce finer
details while AM technique is applied on more homogeneous part of an
image [11].
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Chapter 3

Objective Quality Measures: A Review

3.1 Introduction

The objective of image halftoning is the process of generating a pattern of
binary pixels that create the illusion of a continuous-tone image. It is
necessary for display of gray scale images when direct rendition of gray
tones is not possible, for example when printing on paper by conventional
means. Halftoning algorithms can produce results of very different qualities
and characteristics. The performance from different halftoning algorithms
must therefore be quantified to allow comparison. Conducting psychovisual
tests under controlled conditions is very time-consuming. There is therefore
a strong incentive to develop quality measures that numerically expresses
the perceived visual difference between the continuous-tone original image
and the binary halftone.

Finding an objective measure of image quality that can cover several aspects
is the optimal goal. In order to evaluate and improve the algorithms, it is
important to have robust and reliable quality measures. A problem to find
and develop such measures is that some halftoning methods works fine for
certain kinds of images but produce results of low quality for other images.
There are several of other factors, such as the paper quality, the type of ink
or dye used, the printing technology, which also will affect the quality of the
printed image. In this work we will mainly focus on the halftone's influence
on the image quality.

One way to describe the problem of digital halftoning is as a search for the
quantized image that minimizes the visibility of artifacts. To apply this
approach in practice, it is firstly necessary to specify a computational model
for computing visible error that can be used to rank images automatically.
The model may be incorporated directly into a search algorithm, or used
after to rank images produced by algorithms. In such case it can be
employed to benchmark halftoning algorithms. Suppose we need to select
one from multiple halftoning algorithms for a specific task, then a quality
measure can help us evaluate which of them provides the best quality.
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It is not always easy to provide a quantitative definition of what constitutes
the visual quality of a halftone image. Exactly what is it that makes us prefer
one halftone texture and not another? Another problem is that the definition
of quality may vary from application to application. For example, a
halftoned image that is judged to be of high quality when displayed on a
computer screen may not give a good perception when printed with a certain
printer.

There are basically two different classes of objective quality measures. The
first are mathematically/statistical defined measures, which could be used to
study binary halftone patterns of constant gray-level. These metrics offer a
fundamental understanding of the relationships that may exist for a given
point distribution. These kinds of measures are usually easy to calculate and
in general have low computational complexity. They are also independent of
viewing conditions and individual observers.

The second class of measurement methods considers human visual system
(HVS) characteristics, which attempts to predict perceptual visual quality.
Halftoning relies on the fact that the human eye acts as a low-pass filter. By
taking into account properties and limitations of the human vision system
HVS, images can be more efficiently reproduced. To achieve these goals it
is necessary to build a computational model of the HVS.

During the past 25 years the HVS models have been incorporated in
halftoning algorithms. To my knowledge, there has never been, or at least
very few, systematic attempt to compare the effectiveness of these models
in the context of objective quality measure of halftoned images. In this
chapter we will review some of them and in Chapter 5 we will compare and
improve their performance.
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3.2 Mathematically Based Metrics

3.2.1 Mean-squared Distance Measures

The mean-squared error is perhaps the simplest metric for evaluating
halftone image quality. The level of information loss can be expressed as a
function of point-wise difference between the original gray scale image and
the binary halftone [1]. This value also indicates how close the similarity is
between the images. Let ),( jix  represent the value of the gray-level image x
at the i-th row and j-th column and let ),( jiy  represent the quantized value
of the corresponding pixel in the output halftone image y. The binary
statement of ),( jiy  is expressed such as 1/0),( =jiy , (0/255 if not
normalized), and ),( jix  is a real number within the range of [0, 1], ([0, 255]
if not normalized). The local error ),( jie  is:

),(),(),( jiyjixjie −= (3.1)

The total squared error Emse is:

∑=
ji

jie
,

2
mse ),(E (3.2)

The root-mean-square (RMS) error Erms is:

∑ ×=
ji

NM
, mserms )E(E (3.3)

where M and N are the number of rows and columns of the image,
respectively. Because of the monotonic transformation of Emse, any halftone
image y that minimize the result in Erms must also minimize Emse. The
threshold of y is given by:

,5.0),(if   0 ),(
,5.0),(if    1),(

<=
≥=

jixjiy

jixjiy
(3.4)

Eq. (3.4) is nothing else than a simple fixed threshold with the level 0.5 at
the midpoint. The final result is given by adding the sum from each one of
these thresholding operations. A closely related objective fidelity criterion
to RMS is signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and peak signal-to-noise ratio
(PSNR) [3]. Both of them are mean-square error metrics and are commonly
used. SNR is defined as the ratio of average signal power to average noise
power. For an image of size NM ×  pixels, SNR is given by:
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where ),( jix  denotes pixel ),( ji  of the original image and ),( jiy denotes
pixel ),( ji  of the binary image. PSNR, peak measure, depends on the word-
length of the image pixels, and is defined as the ratio of peak signal power
to average noise power. For 8-bit images, PSNR is given by:
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where x and y are defined as before, and D is the maximum peak-to-peak
swing of the signal, D = 255 is typical for 8-bit images. The SNR and PSNR
measures are mathematically tractable and easy to apply on images.
However, image quality measures of this kind, assume that distortion is only
caused by additive noise.

As a consequence of this, when applied directly to a binary halftone image
and its corresponding original do not correlate well with perceived visual
quality. For example, the left image in Fig. 3.1 has been corrupted by
Gaussian white noise and the right image in Fig. 3.1 has been transformed
with FM halftoning (error diffusion).

Figure 3.1: Effect of the frequency distribution of noise on its visibility. The
SNR of both images is 10.3 dB. The PSNR of both images is 15.5 dB. At
normal viewing distances, (left) is visibly noisier than (right).
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3.2.2 Spatial and Spectral Halftone Statistics

This section refers to the framework done by Ulichney [8] and Lau et al.
[10]. Stochastic geometry is the area of mathematical research concerning
complex geometrical patterns [36]. Problems related in this field include
calculating the average area covered by any randomly placed object of
constant size and shape and characterizing the location of individual objects
within a given continuous surface [37]. This last problem is an example of a
spatial point process [38], which is typically described using point process
statistic metrics developed to describe the location of points in a given
space. While many of the statistics have been developed for characterizing
points in continuous space, they are perfectly suited to the study of digital
halftone patterns [35] such as those found in FM halftoning, in which
minority pixels are randomly distributed. In order to differentiate between
various FM methods the resulting pattern should be produced by halftoning
a tint of constant intensity or gray-level.

For spatial domain analysis, the metrics developed for point process
statistics are defined as a stochastic model governing the location of points

ix , within the 2-D real space 2ℜ  [39]. To further define φ  as a sample of
Φ  written as a set of randomly arranged points such that

},...,1:{ 2 Nxi ℜ∈=φ , and to define )(Bφ  as a scalar quantity defined as

the number of sxi '  in the subset B in 2ℜ . Assuming that the point process
Φ  is simple such that for ji ≠  implies ji xx ≠ , which further implies that:
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where xdV  is the infinitesimally small area around x. In terms of a discrete
halftone pattern, φ  represents the set of minority pixels where 1][ =nφ
indicates that the pixel with index n is a minority pixel in the subject
halftone pattern. Having Φ  for a discrete-space halftoning process, a
commonly used statistic for characterizing the point process is the quantity

];[ mnK  defined as:

}1][Pr{
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φφ

(3.8)

the ratio of the conditional probability that a minority pixel exists at n given
that a minority pixel exists at m to the unconditional probability that a
minority pixel exists at n. Referred to as the reduced second moment
measure, ];[ mnK  may be thought of as the influence at location n of the
minority pixel at m. That is a minority pixel at n more or less likely to occur
because a minority pixel exists at m.
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From ];[ mnK  we can derive a 1-D spatial domain statistic by partitioning
the spatial domain into a series of annular rings )(rRy  with center radius r,
width r∆ , and centered around location m. This statistic for stationary and
isotropic Φ  is the pair correlation )(rR , defined as the expected or mean
value of ];[ mnK  within the ring. The usefulness of )(rR  can be seen in the
interpretation that maxima of )(rR  indicate frequent occurrences of the
inter-point distance r while minima of )(rR  indicate an inhibition of points
at r [36].

Figure 3.2: The (left) binary dither pattern exhibiting clusters and the
corresponding (center) reduced second moment measure, K[m;n], and (right)
pair correlation, R(r), derived from K[m;n], by dividing the spatial domain
into annular rings.

To see this behavior, Fig. 3.2 (right) shows the resulting pair correlation for
the clustering process of Fig. 3.2 (left), using annular rings )(rRy  such that

}2/2/:{ rr ryxrx ∆+≤−<∆−  where 2/1=∆ r , with an increased
likelihood of minority pixels occurring near 0=r  and 8=r  pixels and a
decreased likelihood in between 0 and 8. Because 1];[ =mnK  for all m and
n in a white-noise (uncorrelated) halftone pattern, if at any time that R(r)
for a given point process, then points that are r distance apart are considered
statistically uncorrelated even if they are not physically. Returning to Fig.
3.2 (right) as r continues to increase beyond 12 pixels, points become less
and less correlated as demonstrated by the fact that R(r)  approaches 1 with
greater r.

In the Fourier domain, the power spectrum of a given dither pattern can be
derived by means of spectral estimation. One technique for spectral
estimation is Bartletts method of averaging periodograms [46-47], where a
periodogram is the magnitude squared of the Fourier transform of a sample
output divided by the sample size. It can be shown [9] that a spectral
estimate, )(ˆ fP , formed by averaging K periodograms has an expectation

equal to )(ˆ fP  smoothed by convolution with the Fourier transform of a
triangle function with a span equal to the size of the sample segments and
variance:

)(
1

)}(ˆvar{ 2 fP
K

fP ≈ (3.9)
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Since )(̂ fP  is a function of two dimensions and although anisotropies in
the sample halftone pattern can be qualitatively observed by studying 3-D
plots of )(̂ fP , a more quantitative metric of spectral content is derived by
partitioning the spectral domain into annular rings of width f∆ with a

central radius ρf  the radial frequency, and )( ρρ fN  frequency samples. By
taking the average value of the frequency samples within an annular ring
and plotting this average versus the radial frequency, Ulichney [1] defines
the radially averaged power spectral density (RAPSD), )( ρρ fP , such that:

∑ =
= )(

1
)(̂

)(
1

)( ρρ

ρρ
ρρ

fN

i
fP

fN
fP (3.10)

Because of the manner in which sampling along a rectangular grid leads to
tiling of the base-band frequency on the spectral plane, rings with radial
frequencies beyond 121 −D/ , where D is the minimum distance between
samples on the display, are cropped into the corners of the spectral tile
leading to fewer spectral samples in these rings.

Figure 3.3: The (left) binary dither pattern and the corresponding (center)
power spectrum, P(f), produced using Bartletts method of averaging
periodograms and (right) radially averaged power spectral density, P(f),
derived from Pρ(fρ) by dividing the spectral domain into annular rings.

In all plots of )( ρρ fP  these regions of cropping will be indicated along the
horizontal axis, and as a demonstration, Fig. 3.3 (right) shows the RAPSD
for the halftone pattern illustrated in Fig. 3.3 (left) with an increasingly
chaotic behavior in the cropped rings near 2/1=ρf . Here the power

spectral estimate is divided into annular rings of radial width f∆  such that
exactly one sample along each frequency axis falls into each ring.
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Blue noise is a statistical model describing the ideal spatial and spectral
characteristics of FM halftone patterns. The arrangement of minority pixels
within a blue noise halftone pattern is characterized by a distribution of
binary pixels in which the minority pixels are spread as homogeneously as
possible [8]. Distributing pixels in this manner creates a pattern that is free
from periodic structure and does not contain any low frequency spectral
components. The result of halftoning a continuous-tone image with blue-
noise is an ideal well-formed halftone pattern that contain unstructured
nature of white noise without the low frequency textures.

Figure 3.4: The distribution of minority pixels in a blue noise pattern
separated by an average distance λb.

Blue noise, when applied to an image of constant gray-level g, spreads the
minority pixels of the resulting binary image such that they are separated by
an average distance bλ  (see Fig. 3.4), defined as:
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and D is the minimum distance between addressable points on the display
[8], [10]. The parameter bλ  is referred to as the principle wavelength of
blue noise, with its relationship to g justified by several intuitive properties:

1. As the gray value approaches perfect white  0)( =g  or perfect black
1)( =g , the principle wavelength approaches infinity.

2. Wavelength decreases symmetrically with equal deviations from black
and white toward middle gray )2/1( =g .

3. The square of the wavelength is inversely proportional to the number of
minority pixels per unit area.
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In terms of spatial point processes, BΦ  is an inhibitive or soft-core point
process that minimizes the occurrence of any two points falling within some
distance bλ . These types of point processes are most commonly thought of
as Poisson point processes where all points are approximately equally
distant apart, and as a Poisson point process, we can characterize blue noise
halftones in terms of the pair correlation, )(rR , by noting that:

1. Few or no neighboring pixels lie within a radius of br λ< .

2. For br λ< , the expected number of minority pixels per unit area
approaches g for 12/1for  1or  2/10 ≤<−≤< ggg  with increasing r.

3. The average number of minority pixels within the radius r increases
sharply near br λ= .

Figure 3.5: (Left) pair correlation with principial wavelength λb of an ideal
blue noise pattern. (Right) RAPSD radially averaged power spectrum with
principial frequency fb of the ideal blue noise pattern.

The resulting pair correlation for blue noise is therefore of the form in Fig.
3.5 (left) where )(rR  shows: (a) a strong inhibition of minority pixels near

0=r , (b) a decreasing correlation of minority pixels with increasing r, and
(c) a frequent occurrence of the inter-point distance bλ , the principle
wavelength, indicated by a series of peaks at integer multiples of bλ . In Fig.
3.5 (left), the principle wavelength is indicated by a small diamond located
along the horizontal axis. Turning to the spectral domain, the spectral
characteristics of blue-noise in terms of )( pp fP are shown in Fig. 3.5 (right)
and can be described by three unique features: (a) little or no low frequency
spectral components, (b) a flat, high frequency (blue noise) spectral region
and (c) a spectral peak at cutoff frequency bf , the blue noise principle
frequency, such that:
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Indicated in Fig. 3.5 (right) by a diamond located along the horizontal axis
is the principle frequency, and please note that )( pfP  is plotted in units of

)1(2 ggg −=σ , the variance of an individual pixel in the subject halftone
pattern. See Appendix, where both spatial and spectral statistics are in use on
several halftoning methods. Those algorithms are described in Chapter 4.
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3.3 Human Vision Models

3.3.1 Human Vision System

Human visual system (HVS) models utilize human visual sensitivity and
selectivity to model and improve perceived image quality. The HVS is
based on the psychophysical process that relates psychological phenomena
(contrast, brightness, etc.) to physical phenomena (light intensity, spatial
frequency, wavelength, etc.). It determines what physical conditions give
rise to a particular psychological (perceptual, in this case) condition. The
human visual system is complicated, it is a nonlinear and spatial varying
system. To try put its multiple characteristics into single equation, especially
one that is linear, is not an easy task.

Nevertheless, experiments have been carried out that indicate that, over a
limited range of inputs, the HVS can be treated as a linear system [45].
Certain visual anomalies can be at least partially explained by such a
treatment. These include the nonlinear relationship between intensity and
brightness and the Mach-band effect (when two regions with different gray-
levels meet at an edge, the eye perceives a light band on the light side of the
edge and a dark band on the dark side of the edge). The most common is to
assume that HVS is linear. Before doing simplification of this kind it is
necessary to provide some knowledge of how the optical system of the
human eye is related to the imaging function [4], [45].

When an object is imaged by the eye, an inverted and reduced image of the
object falls on the retina. The size of the retinal image is determined by the
visual angle subtended by the object, given approximately by:

radians,  
d
l=ω (3.13)

where l is the size of the object, and d is the distance of the object from the
nodal point of the eye. This is effectively equal to the distance between the
object and the observer for small object distances. The approximation in Eq.
(3.13) stems from the fact that ωω ≈)tan( , for small angles of ω. As an
object recedes from the viewer (i.e., as d → ∞ ), the visual angle subtended
at the eye by the object tends to zero. Consider a sin-wave grating situated at
z = 0 in the plane formed by the x and y axes of a Cartesian coordinate
system. Let the intensity I of the grating be given by:

),sin(1),( xcyxI gβ+= (3.14)

where c is the contrast of the grating )10( ≤≤ c  and gβ  the angular
frequency of the grating in radians/m.
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It is assumed that the grating intensity does not depend on y. Assume also
that the observer moves along the z axis, oriented in such a way that he
perceives the grating to be vertical. Since the grating is infinite, the observer
will not see any change in the size of the grating as he moves. However, the
angular frequency subtended by the grating at the observer’s eye will
change, in a reciprocal manner to Eq. (3.13). Specifically, when the
observer is at a distance d from the grating, the angular frequency at the eye
is given by:

degree. / cycles   
360

 

radian / radians   
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β
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=

=
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3.3.2 Formulation and Review of HVS Models in the Literature

One of the most important issues in HVS modeling concerns the decreasing
sensitivity for higher spatial frequencies. This phenomenon is parameterized
by the contrast sensitivity function CSF. The image contrast is the ratio of
the local intensity to the average image intensity [48] and describes contrast
sensitivity for sinusoidal gratings as a function of spatial frequency
expressed in cycles per degree (cyc/deg) of the visual angle. The CSF plays
an important role in the determination of image resolution, image quality
improvement and of course in halftoning design.

Most, if not all, HVS models for digital halftoning are based on CSF.
Therefore many formulas of CSF have been derived from various
experiment results [40-44]. In this section we will review four models [40-
43] that have been proposed in the literature for the CSF of the human
visual system, see Fig. 3.6. These models were all developed by measuring
viewer responses to simple test patterns, such as sine wave gratings. They
have been used in a wide range of image processing and imaging
applications. In Chapter 5 we will compare their performance in the context
of objective quality measure for halftoned images.
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Figure 3.6: The contrast sensitivity functions of four HVS models.

Campbell et al. (Eq. 3.16) developed their HVS model by measuring the
contrast threshold for detecting sinusoidal interference fringes generated by
an oscilloscope at a viewing distance of 57 inches [40]. The CSF for this
model has a band-pass filter characteristic as shown in Fig. 3.6. It achieves
its maximum at 6.29 cyc/deg, and is defined as:

)()( 046.02012.02 rr ff
r eekfH ππ −− −= (3.16)

The constant k is proportional to the average illumination and is typically set
such that 1)(max =rf fH

r
. Mannos and Sakrison (Eq. 3.17) developed their

HVS model by subjective tests done on images that were optimally encoded
with different parameters for the model [41]. The subjective test was
performed by nine subjects at a viewing distance of 36 inches. The resulting
CSF also has a band-pass characteristic. It achieves its maximum at 7.89
cyc/deg, and is defined as:

))114.0(( 1.1

)114.00192.0(6,2)( rf
rr effH −+= (3.17)

Nasanen (Eq. 3.18) proposed a visual model to account for visibility of
halftone texture [42]. This filter has a low-pass characteristic. Hence, the
maximum for the CSF occurs at 0 cyc/deg in his experiment, vertical
gratings were presented for one second at a distance of 256 cm.
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Daly HVS model (Eq. 3.19) also has a low-pass characteristic. He obtained
his model from unpublished empirical data [43]. His model is of the same
form as that of Mannos and Sakrison except that he used different
parameters, and his model was constructed to be low-pass by extending the
maximum point of the exponential function back to the origin of the
frequency axis as shown in Fig. 3.6. The maximum of his CSF occurs at 6.6
cycles/degree.
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The described HVS models are all expressed in terms of cycles per degree
subtended at the retina. Because, halftoning relies on the fact that the human
eye acts as a low-pass filter a number of researchers have used those models
to characterize the low contrast environment of the human visual system.

The modified approach in use to apply the four HVS models in this work is
done by Sullivan et al. [49-50], because they have taken into account for the
mild-drop in visual sensitivity in diagonal directions (human eye is more
sensitive to horizontal or vertical sinusoidal patterns than to diagonal ones),
see Fig. 3.7.

Figure 3.7: Two-dimensional modulation transfer function, proposed by
Sullivan et al. [49-50].

This decrease is modeled by scaling the spatial frequency rf  such that
)(/ φsff rr → , where

22
yxr fff += (3.20)

fx and fy are angular frequencies in the x and y directions, respectively, and
where φ is the angle measured from the x-axis, defined by

)(tan 1
xy ff−=φ . The function )(φs  is given by:
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where the constant w is a symmetry parameter, derived from experiments
and set to 0.7 [49-50]. Fig. 3.8 illustrates the frequency response delivered
from the four HVS models.

Figure 3.8: Two-dimensional CSF computed according to four HVS models:
(a) Campbell, (b) Nasanen, (c) Mannos and (d) Daly, clockwise from left
upper.
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3.3.3 Weighted Noise Measurement

Because the CSF is a function of angular frequencies, the size and viewing
distance of the image must be taken into account when determining the
response of the HVS. For images, such as those displayed on a computer
screen or printed on paper, one can compute the maximum angular
frequency at the retina for a given image and viewing distance. The
arrangement is shown in Fig. 3.9. The following analysis refers only to the
horizontal direction. An analogous formulation applies to the vertical
direction.

Figure 3.9: Computational of angular frequency at the eye. Horizontal (x)
direction is shown.

The angle subtended by the image at the eye in horizontal direction is given
by dldl ≈= − )2(tan2 1θ radians, for small values of θ . The maximum
angular frequency is termed by Nyquist frequency at this frequency,
neighboring pixels alternate from black to white, giving an angular
frequency of one cycle per two pixel, or π radians per pixel. Since there are
N pixels in the image horizontally, a component at Nyquist frequency has

2N  cycles, or Nπ radians, across the image. There are therefore Nπ cycles
contained in an angle of dl  radians, the angular frequency is given by:
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For example for an image of size 512 × 512 pixels, printed 180 mm on a
side, at a normal viewing distance of 1000 mm, the maximum angular
frequency is approximately 25 cyc/deg. By knowledge of the number of
pixels in an image, the size of the image and the viewing distance allows the
maximum angular frequency at the eye can be computed.
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The discrete fourier transform (DFT) of the image is then multiplied point-
by-point with the CSF, so that an image component at a particular angular
frequency is weighted by the value of the CSF at that frequency. The result
is the DFT of an image that would lead to the same response when viewing
by a visual system with a flat CSF as the original image leads to when
viewed by the HVS. Given two versions of an image of size M × N pixels,
one clean (denoted x) and the other binary one (denoted y), the weighted
signal-to-noise ratio (WSNR) of the binary image is computed as follows
[20]:
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where ),( vuX , ),( vuY  and ),( vuC  represent the DFT of the input image,
output image and CSF, respectively, and 10 −≤≤ Mu  and 10 −≤≤ Nv .
In the same way SNR is defined as the ratio of average signal power to
average noise power, WSNR is defined as the ratio of average weighted
signal power to average weighted noise power, where the weighting is
derived from the CSF. See Appendix for implementation in Matlab.

Quality measures based on linear HVS like the suggested one is applied on
images, by first compute the difference between the continuous-tone image
and the processed image, see Fig. 3.10, then the error image is weighted by
a frequency response of the HVS given by the low-pass CSF. Finally, the
SNR is computed. These kinds of quality measures are able to take into
account the effects of image dimensions, viewing distance, printing
resolution and ambient illumination [9]. They do not include to take
nonlinear effects of contrast perception, such as local luminance, contrast
masking and texture masking.

Figure 3.10: Visually weighted mean-squared error between continuous-tone
original and the binary halftone.
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Chapter 4

Digital Halftoning: Techniques and Trends

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter three different FM halftoning methods, error diffusion, near-
optimal and direct binary search, for gray scale images are described.
Digital halftoning research may be classified into two groups: work aimed at
improving the visual quality of halftones and work aimed at analyzing the
halftoning process itself. In this chapter we analyze and predict the
sharpness effect from halftones reproduced by error diffusion. The primary
objection to the quality of error diffusion halftoned images is the presence
of visually annoying artifacts.

Gray scale error diffusion introduces nonlinear distortion (directional
artifacts and false textures), linear distortion (sharpening) and additive
noise. Kite et al. [20], linearize error diffusion by replacing the thresholding
quantizer with a scalar gain plus additive noise. They also derive the
sharpness control parameter value in threshold modulation, first done by R.
Eschbach and K. T. Knox [21], to compensate linear distortion. These
unsharpened halftones are particularly useful in perceptually weighted
quality measures.

4.2 Error Diffusion

Error diffusion was introduced in 1975 by Floyd and Steinberg [7], as a
method for preparing images for computer displays. It was a completely
new method of image halftoning that uses the concepts of calculating the
error between input image and binary output and incorporating this error in
the calculation of subsequent output pixels. As already mentioned in
Chapter 2, error diffusion produces halftones of higher quality than classical
ordered dithering, with the tradeoff of requiring more computation and
memory [7].
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Ordered dithering amounts to pixel-parallel thresholding, whereas error
diffusion requires a neighborhood operation and thresholding. The
neighborhood operation distributes the quantization error due to
thresholding to the un-halftoned neighbors of the current pixel. The term
error diffusion refers to the process of diffusing the quantization error along
the path of the image scan. In ordinary case of raster scan, the quantization
error diffuses across and down the image.

Error diffusion algorithm is graphically illustrated in Fig. 4.1, where g and b
denote the original gray scale image and the halftoned image, respectively.
In this case the threshold is fixed at 0.5 and the input g is assumed to be
scaled between 0 and 1. The resulting value after thresholding is compared
with the gray scale value in each location.

Figure 4.1: The Error Diffusion algorithm.

The quantization error is scaled an added to the nearest gray scale pixels.
The scaling factor for Floyd and Steinberg filter is given below, where x
indicates the current pixel.

Figure 4.2: The error filter proposed by Floyd and Steinberg [7].

Since the weighting factors sum to one, it can be shown that the average
value of the quantized image is locally equal to the true gray scale value
[14].

In Fig. 4.1 ),( jig  denotes the gray-level of the input image at pixel location
),( ji , such that ]1,0[),( ∈jig . The output halftone is ),( jib , where

)1,0(),( ∈jib . Here, 0 represent a ”white dot” and 1 represents a black
printed dot. The function of the thresholding quantizer Q is in this case
given by:
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The error filter ),( jih  filters the previous quantization "error", denoted by
),( jie . The effect of error diffusion with Floyd and Steinberg error filter for

the gray scale ramp, the tints and the test image is shown in Fig. 4.3.

Figure 4.3: The test image halftoned with Floyd and Steinberg error diffusion
halftoning algorithm. The tints are printed in 100 dpi. The ramp and test
image are printed in 200 dpi. The gray values of the tints are: 1/16, 1/8, 1/4
and 1/2.

4.2.1 Previous Work and Analysis of Error Diffusion

The primary objection to the quality of error diffused halftones is the
presence of visually annoying artifacts, such as idle tones and worms. The
original error diffusion halftone algorithm suffer from several types of
degradation. The performance of error diffusion depends on the choice of
the error filter. Two important factors design the need for high quality
halftones, and the desire to minimize computational cost. That is, the
smallest filter, which achieves adequate visual quality is preferred.
Computation can be reduced further if the filter coefficients are fixed-point
or if they can be applied using bit shifts rather than multiplications.

Since Floyd and Steinbergs first paper appeared, several new larger filters
have been proposed, trying to eliminate the unwanted textures and artifacts
in error diffusion. The motivation behind these larger filters is to improve
image quality by reducing directional artifacts in the image.
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These artifacts or worms, can be broken up by using a different raster
scanning technique. For instance, the serpentine scan, which is similar to the
raster scan except that even rows are scanned from right to left, can break up
worms, however, this solution comes at the expense of creating other worms
that do not exist with the raster scan [32].

In 1976, Jarvis, Judice and Ninke published a survey of halftoning methods,
which included an error diffusion scheme with a 12-coeffcient error filter
[13]. The scaling factor of this filter is given in Fig. 4.4.

Figure 4.4: The error filter proposed by Jarvis, Judice and Ninke [13].

where x indicates the current pixel. The effect of error diffusion with this
filter for the gray scale ramp, the tints and the test image is shown in Fig.
4.5.

Figure 4.5: The test image halftoned with Jarvis, Judice and Ninke error
diffusion halftoning algorithm. The tints are printed in 100 dpi. The ramp and
test image are printed in 200 dpi. The gray values of the tints are: 1/16, 1/8,
1/4 and 1/2.
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The design of error filter in error diffusion halftoning is one important task.
The error diffusion filter should be designed so that the displaying error,

),( jie , is least noticeable to a human observer [14]. Since the human visual
system is more sensitive to low frequency changes than to high frequency
components, most of the energy of the display error should be shifted to
high frequencies.

Floyd and Steinbergs error filter produces disturbing texture shifts at
multiples of 31  and 41  gray-levels, where this filter tends to lock into
regular and stable pattern. The Floyd and Steinberg error filter also creates
disturbing hysteresis artifact or ” worm” patterns at extreme gray-levels
around g = 0 and g = 1. Jarvis, Judice and Ninke error filter produces
disturbing texture shifts in the gray-level range 2141 ≤≤ g . Fig. 4.6
shows the effects and artifacts from both Floyd and Steinberg and Jarvis et
al. error filters. In halftones, limit cycles appear as strong patterns. These
patterns may not themselves be visually annoying, but when they change
(because of a disturbance caused by noise) they are easily noticed, and can
be interpreted by the viewer as false texture.

The left image in Fig. 4.6 shows the Floyd and Steinberg halftone. Although
the average gray-level in each region is faithfully reproduced, strong tones
are visible. Two tones predominate in the leftmost region. In the middle
region, a single, diagonal idle tone dominates. In the rightmost region, the
checkerboard pattern is most common, although vertical stripes also appear.
The right image in Fig. 4.6 shows the effect of the larger error filter due to
Jarvis et al. halftone. The limit cycles produced by the Jarvis filter are
reduced in the left-most and right-most regions but are quite disturbing in
the center region. The boundary between the checkerboard and the more
random pattern at the top of the right-most region is distracting [33].

Figure 4.6: The test image to the left is halftoned with Floyd and Steinberg
error diffusion halftoning algorithm. The test image to the right is halftoned
with Jarvis, Judice and Ninke error diffusion halftoning algorithm. The gray
values of the tints are: 1/4, 1/3 and 1/2, printed in 72 dpi.
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K. T. Knox [15] made one of the first analysis of error diffusion by
mathematically showing that halftone quality can be improved by non-
standard scanning techniques. Moreover, he analyzed the threshold
modulation, which is the process of modulating the input of the quantizer,
so as to break up objectionable artifacts in error diffusion [16]. Recently,
Ilbery proposed a 25-tap cauchy error filter, which remove worm artifacts
completely from error diffusion [17].

4.2.2 Edge Enhancement and Error Diffusion

In 1991, Eschbach and Knox published a method to control the sharpening
of error diffusion by means of a multiplicative parameter L [21]. Positive
values of L increase sharpening over the unmodified output, while negative
values decrease sharpening. Because only an extra multiplication and
addition per input pixel are required, it is a computationally simple way to
adjust sharpness. Later, Knox and Eschbach published work on threshold
modulation, and included an analysis of the sharpening technique [32]. The
modified error diffusion algorithm is shown in Fig. 4.7.

K. T. Knox [18] showed that error diffusion halftoning typically sharpens
the original image. The amount of sharpening is proportional to the
correlation of the input image with the error image [18]. Knox also proposed
a method that controls the sharpening in error diffusion by means of a
multiplicative parameter 1−= κL  [33]. Positive values of L  increase
sharpening over the unmodified output, whereas negative values decrease
sharpening. An overview of this method is given by Fig. 4.7.

Figure 4.7: Modified error diffusion circuit for sharpness manipulation due
to Eschbach and Knox [21]. The parameter L controls the degree of
sharpening. The circuit reduces to standard error diffusion when L = 0.

Figure 4.8: Modified error diffusion equivalent circuit. G(z) is a pre-
equalizer whose form is dependent on L and H(z).
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Kite, Evans, Bovik and Sculley [19-20], proposed a circuit to be equivalent
with Knox and Eschbach in Fig. 4.8, with G(z) being a function of L and
H(z). From Fig. 4.7

),(),(),( jixjiyjie ′−= (4.2)

),(*),(),(),( jiejihjixjix −=′ (4.3)

),(),(),( jiLxjixjix +′=′′ (4.4)

)),((),( jixQjiy ′′= (4.5)

Combining Eq. (4.3) and Eq. (4.4), and taking z-transforms, leads to
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Combining Eq. (4.2) and Eq. (4.3), and taking z-transforms gives
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Combining Eq. (4.6) and Eq. (4.7), leads to
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Let ),( jim and ),( jim′ denote the inverse z-transforms of )(zM and )(zM ′ ,
respectively. Now take the inverse z-transform of Eq. (4.8):

)),((*),(),(*),(),( jixQjimjixjimjix ′′′−=′′ (4.9)

and apply Eq. (4.5) to see that

))),((*),(),(*),((),( jixQjimjixjimQjiy ′′′−= (4.10)

This is the output for the modified system shown in Fig. 4.7. The equivalent
circuit of Fig. 4.8 can be analyzed in a similar way, shown in [19-20]. This
expression is given by:
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which is equivalent with
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))(1(1)( zHLzG −+= (4.12)

Note that, halftoning an image with the modified circuit is exactly
equivalent to halftoning a version of the image that has been pre-filtered by
the function in Eq. (4.12). By using a linear gain model, to quantify the edge
sharpening effects of error diffusion. The linear gain model predicts the
signal transfer function (STF) [19-20], which is given by:
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If )(zG  is made equal to the reciprocal of this STF, then the composite STF
of the system will be flat. This is achieved when
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or, equivalently,
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Edge sharpening is proportional to the linear gain, and Kite et al. also give a
formula to estimate the gain from a given error filter. They showed that the
value of sK  is proportional to the amount of image sharpening. Physically,
the value of sK  at any pixel is given by the ratio of the output of the
quantizer to its input. By finding a value for sK  that minimizes the mean-
squared error between the true halftone and the output of the model,
progress can be made.

Example, 2≈sK  for Floyd and Steinberg error filter and 4≈sK  for Jarvis
et al. error filter. Jarvis halftones are visually sharper than Floyd and
Steinberg halftones, see Fig. 4.9. This model is used in next chapter to
create unsharpened error diffused halftones. How to predict sK  from the
error filter is given in Chapter 5. Fig. 4.9 illustrate the perceived visual
difference for both modified and original versions of Floyd and Steinberg
and Jarvis et al.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.9: The test image halftoned with error diffusion: (a) Modified Jarvis
et al. (L = -3/4, Ks ≈ 4), (b) Ordinary Jarvis et al. error filter, (c) Modified
Floyd and Steinberg (L = -1/2, Ks ≈ 2) and (d) Ordinary Floyd Steinberg
error filter. The test image is printed in 100 dpi.
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4.3 Near-optimal Method

Near-optimal method was proposed by S. Gooran 2001 [11-12]. This
method belongs to iterative types of frequency modulated halftoning
techniques. In this algorithm the number of dots the final halftone image
should include is decided in advance by the sum of the density values of the
pixels in the original image. To increase the quality of halftoned images it is
necessary to control the number of dots over a number of control regions,
instead of only controlling it over the entire image. The number of dots to be
placed in each control region is determined by the sum of the pixel values in
the corresponding region of the original image.

A filter used within the algorithm controls the placement of dots. This filter
have different size in very light and dark parts of the original image. The
original gray scale image is also filtered by a low pass filter before being
processed. The reason is that the difference between the low pass version of
the original image and the halftoned one should be decreased. By changing
the filter, with which the original image is filtered before being processed,
the sharpness of the final halftoned image can be changed. An overview of
the algorithm is shown in Fig. 4.10.

Figure 4.10: An overview of Near-optimal halftoning algorithm, (Block
circuit by S. Gooran 2001).

Suppose an n x n gray scale image is to be halftoned. There are )(2 nn×  binary
images of this size, and only a limited number of them actually resemble the
original one. It is clear that most of these images do not represent the
original one and therefore can be skipped.
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For example the final binary image should have the same mean as the
original one. Therefore it can be decided how many black dots the final
image should have before performing the transformation. This number is
decided by integrating the gray values that all pixels in the original image
hold. The closest integer to this result, say k, can be a good approximation
for the number of black dots the final binary image should include,
assuming that 1 and 0 represent black and white respectively. The problem
of halftoning a gray scale image with the average close to the original image
can now be seen as the problem of finding a way of placing k black dots on
a totally empty image of the same size so that the final image “resembles”
the original one.

There exist 




 ×
k

nn
, n x n binary images with k black dots. For instance for

a 16 x 16 with an average of 0.4 there are 721029
102
256

×≈





 such images.

Obviously for such a small image it is impossible to compare all the
possible halftoned images with the original one. However, in the presented
method we try to place a certain number of black dots, decided by the mean
value of the original image, on a totally white image so that the final image
gives a good perception of the original. The gray scale image is assumed to
be scaled between 0 and 1. The measure used to minimize the difference
between the original gray scale image, g, and the binary image b, is given
by:

( )∑ −=
ji

bq jifjife
,

2),(),( (4.16)

where fx denotes the filtered version of image x filtered with filter f. To
minimize the error in Eq. (4.16) is to solve the problem and find out where
to place the first dot. The first dot in the halftoned image is placed at the
position where the original image has its largest density value, that is where
the original image is darkest. It is assumed that 1 and 0 represent black and
white, respectively. In each iteration one new black dot is placed.

The position of this dot depends on where the previous dots have been
placed. After placing a dot, its impact is fed back to the original image in
order to decrease the possibility of finding the next largest density value in a
neighborhood of this position. This process will continue until a given
condition is fulfilled. The effect of near-optimal algorithm for the gray scale
ramp, tints and the test image is shown in Fig. 4.11.
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Figure 4.11: The test image halftoned with Near-optimal halftoning
technique. The tints are printed in 100 dpi. The ramp and test image are
printed in 200 dpi. The gray values of the tints are: 1/16, 1/8, 1/4 and 1/2.
Binarization by Near-optimal method has been provided by S. Gooran,
Linkoping University.
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4.4 Direct Binary Search

Direct binary search DBS, was independently proposed at a conference
1992, by three different groups [22-24]. The DBS is an outgrowth of earlier
work in digital holography [25]. The algorithm is an optimization routine
that iteratively processes each pixel of the binary image, one at the time, by
either swapping the current pixel with one of its eight nearest neighbors of
toggling the bit from either 1 to 0 or 0 to 1 according to the modeled visual
cost between the binary image and the continuous-tone original. Fig. 4.12
illustrates the direct binary search heuristic.

Figure 4.12: The Direct binary search heuristic.

If neither a swap nor a toggle reduces the overall visual cost, then the pixel
is left unchanged. The algorithm will continue until the final image
minimizes the visual cost. This visual cost function usually measures the
difference between low-pass filtered versions of the halftone and the
original such that:

( )2*Original)*LPF  -*Halftone*(LPF pixels allover  sumCost Visual =

mathematically the visual cost may be defined as:

2

,
],[**],[],[**],[∑ −=

nm

nmfnmhnmgnmhE (4.17)

where h is the perceptual filter, which captures the low-pass characteristic of
the human visual system exemplified by the contrast sensitivity function and
** is the convolution operator. The parameter f represents the continuous-
tone image and g denotes the binary halftone, which searching for the best
possible configuration of binary values that minimizes the expression Eq.
(4.17).
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DBS may require thousands of passes over the halftone, and its convergence
is dependent on the initial starting point. However, the direct binary search
method produces binary halftones with the highest visual quality to date
[26]. Fig. 4.13 illustrates an overview of the direct binary search algorithm.

Figure 4.13: An overview of Direct binary search DBS algorithm.

The original idea with DBS was to use a low-pass filter that took into
account the print resolution and the viewing distance, but Allebach et al.
selected a standard low-pass filter that worked best. In early approaches,
DBS was used to halftone the whole continuous-tone image directly. After
while researchers realized that the speed of convergence is strongly
influenced by the starting point.

Later, Allebach and Lin found out that the best performance is obtained by
starting with a DBS-designed high-quality macro screens [27-29]. This
technique employs a level-by-level search to minimize the cost function. For
screen design, the stacking constraint must be satisfied for the binary
patterns of all the gray-levels, so that the corresponding threshold matrix
can be defined [28]. This constrains the binary pixels to change minimally
when the pixel value of the continuous-tone image changes.

Today, the DBS algorithm has been optimized to reduce the computational
complexity by as much as 95% from the basic algorithm. The original
algorithm from early 1990 takes several minutes to complete, however, a
combination of computational efficiency and computers that achieving a
higher level of computation power, Allebach et al. [30-31] modified the
algorithm to complete in seconds. For example, the required computational
time to halftone a continuous-tone image of size 512 × 512 pixels is 18
seconds. The perceived halftone image is of significantly better visual
quality than the original algorithm could produce. The effect of dual-metric
DBS for the gray scale ramp, the tints and the test image is shown in Fig.
4.14.
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Figure 4.14: The test image halftoned with Dual-metric DBS halftoning
technique. The tints are printed in 100 dpi. The ramp and test image are
printed in 200 dpi. The gray values of the tints are: 1/16, 1/8, 1/4 and 1/2.
Binarization by Dual-metric DBS has been provided by Prof. Jan P. Allebach
and Sang Ho Kim of Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indianna.

Dual-metric DBS [30-31] is a result from a systematic attempt to compare
the halftone texture quality provided from four different HVS models.
Those HVS models are described in the previous chapter and are expressed
in terms of cycles per degree subtended at the retina. However, from Fig.
3.6 in Chapter 3, it is obvious that those models differ widely in terms of
bandwidth.

Before applying those HVS models into the DBS algorithm it was necessary
to adjust and normalize the bandwidths. Otherwise it cannot be possible to
provide a meaningful comparison, it would cause a significant difference in
texture. Allebach et al. found that Nasanens HVS model [42] yielded the
best overall quality for halftone images generated via DBS [34]. By simply
changing a parameter, scales the frequency axis.

They choose to scale the frequency axis of each HVS model to match the
50% point for Nasanens model, because this model yields the best visual
quality from initial conditions. Fig. 4.15 illustrates the change of the four
HVS models.
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Figure 4.15: The image to the left illustrates the initial conditions of four
HVS models and image to the right shows the scaled contrast sensitivity
functions of the four HVS models.

Using each scaled CSF for the HVS model in the DBS algorithm obtained
the halftone result shown in Fig. 4.16.

Figure 4.16: The test image is the halftone results of four different human
visual system models in DBS: (a) Nasanen, (b) Daly, (c) Mannos and (d)
Campbell, clockwise from left upper. The test image is printed in 150 dpi,
from [30] (lecture notes).
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Chapter 5

Experiments and Results

5.1 Introduction

Halftoning algorithms result in an image, which visually (in general)
resembles a benchmark image, commonly referred to as the original image.
The performance of these algorithms must be quantified to allow
comparison between competing schemes. A number of different HVS
models have been reported in the literature [40-44]. We have already
reviewed four of them in Chapter 3. To my knowledge there has never been
a systematic attempt to compare the effectiveness of these models in the
context of quality measures of halftoned images. Such a comparison is one
of the goals in this chapter.

Another goal is to compare the performance from three different halftoning
algorithms (described in Chapter 4 as error diffusion, near-optimal method
and the dual-metric DBS), with respect to each other. This leads to another
goal of this chapter, which is to compare those received objective results
with the results of subjective tests. In Chapter 4, we also showed that it is
necessary to account for distortions such as sharpening or blurring, before
computing the weighted signal-to-noise ratio (WSNR) of a processed image.
This is important for error diffusion schemes, which greatly sharpen the
image. In this chapter we show how to predict the sharpness of error
diffusion. Finally, we propose a weighted signal-to-noise ratio measurement
by using the approximated HVS filters in dual-metric DBS [30].
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5.1.1 Psychovisual Test

Subjective tests provide the foundations for building vision models. At the
same time, they are the only true benchmark for evaluating the performance
of perception-based image processing tools. Unfortunately, perceptual
responses cannot be represented by an exact figure, due to their inherent
subjectivity, it can only be described statistically. Even in psychophysical
threshold experiments, where the task of the observer is just to give a yes/no
answer, there exists a significant variation between observers. In the
evaluation of supra-threshold artifacts, these differences become even more
pronounced, because the objection ability of artifacts depends on the
observers expectations and presumptions as to the intended application.

The observers differing experiences also lead to a different weighting of the
artifacts [51]. It is also important to note that perceived quality is not
necessarily equivalent to fidelity, the accurate reproduction of the original.
For example, sharp images with high contrast are usually more appealing to
the average viewer [52]. Including, that perceived visual quality is an
inherently subjective measure and can only be described statistically, by
averaging over the opinions of a sufficiently large number of observers.
Therefore, the question is how well subjects agree on the quality of a given
image?

In this section we present the results of a psychovisual test that was
performed to assess and compare the quality of images that were halftoned
by error diffusion, near-optimal method and the dual-metric DBS. These
techniques were chosen for comparison because they represent two
important halftoning categories in FM halftoning (error diffusion and
iterative search-based methods). Seven images of various content were
halftoned by using the above techniques and the resulting images were
printed in 72 dots per inches (dpi), on an HP Laserjet 4050 N printer.

The printing resolution was chosen not for printing optimization reasons but
to increase the visibility of the artifacts introduced by the different
halftoning methods and minimize the effects from dot gain. The chosen
images were Barbara, F16, House, Lena, Peppers, Windmill and a gray
scale ramp which are belong to different types such as portraits, geometric
shapes, natural ramp scenes (see Appendix). One of these images (Peppers),
halftoned with the aforementioned techniques, is shown in Fig. 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: The test image is the halftone results of four different halftoning
methods: (a) Error diffusion Floyd and Steinberg, (b) Error diffusion Jarvis
et al., (c) Dual-metric DBS and (d) Near-optimal method, clockwise from left
upper. The test image is printed in 200 dpi.

Twelve subjects rated the images according to their similarity to the original
gray scale image at a viewing distance of 100 cm (≈ 40 inches). The
subjects (grades from Students to Professors), were all somehow familiar
with digital halftoning, either by studies in course or by research. The
viewers had no priori knowledge about the halftone techniques that were
used, and the images were presented to them in a random order under
identical conditions. We used a standard rating scale from 5 (excellent) to 1
(bad). The entire scale is shown in Table 5.1.

Rating Scale
Rating Rendition of Original Image

5 Excellent
4 Good
3 Fair
2 Poor
1 Bad

Table 5.1: Rating scale used in psychovisual test.
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The mean opinion score for each halftoning method is shown in Table 5.2.
To get a better overview a plot is made in Fig. 5.2.

Subjective Results (Mean Opinion Score)
Images

Methods Barbara F16 House Windmill Lena Peppers Ramp MOS
ED-Floyd 3.83 3.42 3.75 1.83 2.00 3.33 1.17 2.76 (4)
ED-Jarvis 3.42 3.83 2.79 3.33 3.92 2.92 2.42 3.23 (3)
Near-opt 2.67 2.75 2.88 3.46 3.33 4.00 3.92 3.29 (2)
Dual DBS 3.83 3.21 3.67 4.08 4.25 4.67 4.42 4.02 (1)

Table 5.2: The resulting values from psychovisual test.

Figure 5.2: A plot given from values in Table 5.2 from psychovisual test.

As can be seen from Table 5.2 and Fig. 5.2, dual-metric DBS was rated best
(4.02) with the near-optimal and error diffusion Jarvis et al. methods rated
slightly a bit lower, (3.29) and (3.23), respectively, whereas, error diffusion
Floyd and Steinberg received the lowest rating of (2.76). Another important
thing to notice in Fig. 5.2 is that both dual-metric DBS and near-optimal
method acts very similar and is more robust and reliable than error diffusion
in the range over all images.

This has to do with error diffusions reduced ability to reproduce gray-tone at
certain levels, which has already been shown and analyzed in Chapter 4. It
is also worth to be mentioned that error diffusion typically sharpens the
image, especially larger error filters like Jarvis et al., which usually makes
the image to appear more pleasant to the average viewer.
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Unfortunately, we did not use the modified error diffusion algorithm,
presented in Chapter 4 to reduce the sharpening effect in the subjective test.
Because we did not realize or take any notice of this sharpening effect
during the preparation of the test. Taking this observation into account, the
final subjective result may be rather bit misleading.
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5.1.2 Edge Enhancement and Error Diffusion Extension and Validation

The weighted signal-to-noise ratio (WSNR) measure was introduced in
Chapter 3. Image noise is weighted according to the human contrast
sensitivity function to estimate its perceptual effect. It was also analyzed
and examined in Chapter 4 that error diffusion halftones are visually sharper
than the original image, with the degree of sharpness being dependent on the
error diffusion scheme. It is therefore necessary to remove the sharpening
before computing the WSNR, otherwise it will be erroneously incorporated
into the weighted noise measure. By using the modified version of error
diffusion presented in [20-21], an unsharpened halftone is created.

The following section is an extension to the theory given in Chapter 4, edge
enhancement and error diffusion. By using a linear gain model to quantify
the edge sharpening effects of error diffusion, edge sharpening is
proportional to the linear gain. Kite et al. also give a formula to estimate the
gain from a given error filter [19-20]. The linear gain model predicts the
signal transfer function (STF) given by:
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−+
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In order to quantify the noise they modify the input image to compensate for
the sharpening distortion. By computing the correlation between the residual
and the original image it can be shown that the residual can be considered to
be independent to the signal. The linear gain model of the quantizer is
shown in Fig. 5.3. The gains are chosen to minimize the error incurred by
using the model. For the noise path, 1=nK , which is independent of the
error filter. They also showed that the value of sK  is proportional to the
amount of image sharpening. Physically, the value of sK  at any pixel is
given by the ratio of the output of the quantizer to its input. Improvements
can be gained by finding a value for sK  that minimizes the mean-squared
error between the true halftone and the output of the model:

Figure 5.3: The Linear gain model of the quantizer. The input to the
quantizer has been split into signal and noise. The paths are assumed to be
independent.
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sK  refines the linearization based on the uncorrelated white noise
assumption. The value of sK  at any pixel is given by the ratio of the output
of the quantizer to its input. Because the input to the quantizer may vary
over a finite range, whereas the output is binary, sK , varies with the input.

First they halftone an image and save the quantizer input. Then, they
perform a least-squares fit of ),( jix′  to ),( jiy  by computing the value of

sK  that minimizes the squared error between the halftone and the model
output in a global image sense:
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Differentiating the summation in Eq. (5.2) with respect to sK , they obtain
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and solving for sK  yields
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assuming that ),( jix′  is nonzero for some ),( ji . Since the quantizer
implements the signum function, ),( jiy  and ),( jix′  have the same sign.
Thus, their product is always positive, so Eq. (5.4) reduces to
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where ),1[ ∞∈sK . Since in this case ]5.0,5.0[),( −∈jix , Eq. (5.5) can also
be expressed as:
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where []⋅E  denotes expectation. Measurements for the six test images and
two error diffusion filters are shown in Table 5.3. The value of sK  varies
somewhat from image to image for a given error filter, although it is quite
stable for the images produced by Floyd and Steinberg error diffusion. The
correlation of the values of sK  with the subjective sharpening of each error
filter is consistent with results reported by Knox [15].
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Kite et al. [20] also developed a formula for the globally optimal value of L
that causes the signal components to be rendered in the halftone without
sharpening when using a thresholding quantizer:
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K
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(5.7)

Edge enhancement error diffusion scales the current image pixel by a
constant L and adds the result to the quantizer input, see Chapter 4, Fig. 4.9.
As L increases, the sharpness of the resulting halftone increases. Smaller
values of L would cause blurring, and larger values would cause sharpening,
with respect to the original gray scale image. The received values of sK  and
L are shown in Table 5.3.

Error Filters
Images Floyd and Steinberg

F16
Jarvis et al.

PeppersBarbara 2.01 (L ≈ - 0.50) 3.76 (L ≈ - 0. 73)
F16 2.13 (L ≈ - 0.53) 5.44 (L ≈ - 0.82)
House 1.98 (L ≈ - 0.50) 3.73 (L ≈ - 0.73)
Lena 2.09 (L ≈ - 0.52) 5.32 (L ≈ - 0.81)
Peppers 2.03 (L ≈ - 0.51) 3.95 (L ≈ - 0.75)
Windmill 2.01 (L ≈ - 0.50) 3.75 (L ≈ - 0.73)
Average 2.04 (L ≈ - 0.51) 4.32 (L ≈ - 0.77)

Table 5.3: Computed values of quantizer signal gain Ks (which gives the
parameter L) for two error filters and test images. Image size is 512 × 512
pixels.
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5.1.3 Objective Image Quality Measurements WSNR

It is well known that the human eye has low-pass properties that are not
uniform in all directions. The bandwidths in the vertical and horizontal
directions are larger than in the diagonal directions. For this reason a line in
a horizontal direction is perceived as sharper than the same line in a
diagonal direction. In Chapter 3 we have adopted the advances that have
been made during the past 25 years in modeling the human visual system
(HVS) [40-44], by using the four models into the weighted signal-to-noise-
ratio (WSNR) measure. Image noise is weighted according to the human
contrast sensitivity function to estimate its perceptual effect. See Appendix
for implementation in Matlab.

It was also shown in Chapter 4 and in previous section how to remove
image distortions that are not additive noise. By using this modified error
diffusion with an appropriate value of L, an unsharpened halftoned image is
created. In Fig. 5.4, WSNR objective image quality measurements using
two error diffusion algorithms, near-optimal and dual-metric DBS method
on six test images, at a viewing distance of 100 cm are shown. In this case
for an image of size 512 × 512 pixels, the value of maximum angular
frequency is 25 cyc/deg, which correspond to a printed image size of 180
mm on a side. See Appendix for complete table values, also including
measures of error diffusion with serpentine scan.
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Figure 5.4: WSNR(dB) objective quality measure results of four different
human visual system models: (a) Campbell, (b) Daly, (c) Mannos and (d)
Nasanen, clockwise from left upper.
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5.1.4 Dual-metric WSNR Measurements

This section refers to the framework of DBS, done by Allebach et al. [30].
The direct binary search algorithm is a powerful heuristic method for
generating high quality halftone images that takes into account the
characteristics of both the output device and viewer. The error criterion of
algorithms of this kind can be used to evaluate the performance of different
halftoning methods [24], [53]. It provides a measurement of halftone image
quality that takes into account the characteristics of both the display device
(printer) and the human visual system.

The dot absorptance profile ],[ yxp , where x and y is given in inches,
characterizes the output device and the HVS will be modeled as a linear
shift invariant filter by the point spread function PSF of the HVS denoted by

],[ yxh . Combining the human visual system model ],[ yxh  and the dot
absorptance profile we get the perceived dot absorptance profile. It is
assumed that the extent of ],[ yxp  is much smaller than ],[ yxh , so

],[],[**],[],[~ yxhyxhyxpyxp ≈= (5.8)

where ** indicates two-dimensional (2-D) convolution, embodies the effects
of cascading the printer rendering and HVS models. Further, Allebach et al.
both show and mathematically proof that the mean-squared error, which
minimizes the error between the perceived continuous-tone image and the
perceived binary halftone (see Chapter 4, Eq. 4.17), depends only on

],[~ nmp  through its autocorrelation function [30-31].

To improve the computational efficiency of DBS, Allebach et al. found an
approximation to this HVS-printer model [30-31]. Since the HVS model is
circularly symmetric, a Gaussian function, which is separable and circularly
symmetric, showed to be an appropriate choice in use with DBS. In
addition, the Gaussian function has the advantage of being unimodal and
smooth, but the most important is to have a simple closed form Fourier
transform.

They found out that a single Gaussian function could not yield a sufficiently
accurate approximation to the autocorrelation function hhc , corresponding
to Nasanens model. The chosen two-component approximation is given by
(see Appendix for implementation in Matlab):
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From ( )),(̂),( 1 vuHFyxh −=  and the Fourier transform property for
correlation, this is equivalent to the squared CSF of the HVS in the
frequency domain:
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2 22),(̂ ρσπρσπ σπσπ −− += ekekvuH (5.10)

Allebach et al. then performed an exhaustive search for the parameters
),,,(),( 2121 σσβα kk=  to minimize the normalized mean-squared error in

the frequency domain by:
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between the samples of the approximated 2],[̂ nmH  and the original
2],[ nmH  from Nasanens model. To further refine the visual model by

parameter settings etc, we refer to the article [30]. Fig. 5.5 illustrates the
autocorrelation functions of hhc  with its magnitude squared frequency

response 2),(̂ vuH .
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Figure 5.5: The selected two-component Gaussian visual model. Top (left)
the autocorrelation functions of hhc  in one dim. (below) in two dim.

(normalized). Top (right) the two magnitude squared frequency response
2),(̂ vuH  in one dim. and in two dim. (bottom).

In Fig. 5.6, the dual-metric WSNR objective image quality measurements
applied on the same images as ordinary WSNR. With the difference of
weighting SNR by using two filters instead of one, the dual-metric WSNR is
given by Eq. (5.12):
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where ),( vuX , ),( vuY , ),(1 vuC  and ),(2 vuC  represent the discrete fourier
transform DFT of the input image, output image and the two-component
approximated visual model, respectively, and 10 −≤≤ Mu , 10 −≤≤ Nv .
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For an image of size 512 × 512 pixels at a viewing distance of 100 cm, the
value of maximum angular frequency is 25 cyc/deg, which corresponds to a
printed image size of 180 mm on a side. See Appendix for complete table
values, also including measures of error diffusion with serpentine scan.

Figure 5.6: Dual-metric WSNR(dB) objective quality measurement results.
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5.2 Conclusions

It is clear from Fig. 5.4 that three of the HVS models (Campbell, Daly and
Mannos) act very similar in the objective test results. This is due to their
almost same range in bandwidths, which can be noticed in Chapter 3, Fig.
3.6. Also to be noticed is that Floyd and Steinberg error diffusion achieves
consistently higher values of WSNR than the other halftoning methods,
except for Nasanens model, which rank dual-metric DBS at almost the same
rate. According to previous work in [54], such high values is also achieved
for Floyd and Steinberg error diffusion, when using a similar weighted
objective measure.

However, no particular reason or explanation of this phenomenon is given.
One reason could be the reduced ability for error diffusions to reproduce
gray tone at certain levels, which WSNR is not able to measure. As already
discussed in Chapter 3, for a halftone to be perceived to be of high quality, it
is essential for the spatial distribution of halftone dots in smooth areas to be
as uniformly distributed as possible. This is consistent with the blue noise
characteristic [8], meaning that the error spectra between continuous-tone
and halftone images should preferably be concentrated in the high frequency
range. WSNR, however, does not explicitly address the spatial distribution
of halftone dots.

The level of amount in additive noise also affects the final objective result.
It is not possible to say which one of the suggested HVS models that
achieve the best and most correct result incorporated with WSNR. The
correspondence to psychovisual tests does not correlate very well, except for
some images and methods. It is worth to keep in mind that the subjective
judgment of image quality is a global way to investigate an image, whereas,
the objective measures are applied to evaluate image quality in a mode of a
local procedure. We would probably get a completely different result if we
had used the modified (unsharpened) error diffusion approach in our
psychovisual test.

As it can been seen from Fig. 5.6 the dual-metric DBS method achieves the
best result of all halftoning methods. Error diffusion Floyd and Steinberg is
still achieving such high ratings in comparison with psychovisual test. It is
noticeable that dual-metric WSNR correlates slightly better according to the
subjective results, than the other HVS models.
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Another important thing to notice is that the filters that are used in dual-
metric WSNR are constructed to fit the DBS algorithm. In to my opinion,
the most interesting part about those filters is how Allebach et al. created
them [30]. This approximation could be used to create filters that suit
objective quality measures. However, the main problem is that we are not
being able to distinguish and choose which one of the suggested HVS
models that best suits WSNR in correlation with subjective results.

5.3 Future

The work presented in this Master thesis does not by any means constitute a
closed chapter, and nothing that has appeared in this work can really be
called a final, conclusive study. Much more experiments and investigations
should be carried out to validate the appropriateness of the quality measures.
New types of images and several kinds of halftoning methods should be
examined by further studies in a similar way. The design of the weighted
functions should also be investigated. It might be necessary to redesign the
functions and possibly add new ones to obtain appropriate quality measures.
One way to improve the output halftone quality is to use a mixture measure
of WSNR, which incorporates information on the spatial distribution of
halftone dots [55].

One of the main reasons for not yet having an exhaustive objective measure
for the quality of halftoned images is that there are lots of requests that
cannot be formulated in one simple objective measure. In any case, more
subjective tests, experiments and measurements are needed. I hope very
much to get the possibility to continue to make further progress in this field
in the future. Hopefully, I can even extend some of the presented measures
to the area of color halftoning, which still is quit unexplored and wide open
to be further investigated.
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Appendix

WSNR(dB) Objective Results
Images

Methods Barbara F16 House Windmill Lena Peppers Average
ED-Floyd 11.69 15.29 12.64 12.39 12.45 12.47 12.82(1)
ED-Jarvis   9.27 13.32 10.03   9.62   9.87 10.00 10.35(4)
Near-opt. 10.25 14.31 11.18 10.73 10.95 11.01 11.40(3)
Dual DBS 10.38 14.77 11.39 10.59 11.13 11.32 11.60(2)
ED-Floyd 12.77 16.28 13.74 13.44 13.55 13.53 13.88(1)
ED-Jarvis   9.82 13.81 10.56 10.14 10.41 10.54 10.88(4)
Near-opt. 11.08 15.08 12.03 11.56 11.79 11.83 12.23(3)
Dual DBS 11.25 15.69 12.30 11.38 12.03 12.23 12.48(2)
ED-Floyd 11.94 15.46 12.92 12.64 12.72 12.71 13.06(1)
ED-Jarvis   9.05 13.06   9.81   9.38   9.64   9.77 10.12(4)
Near-opt. 10.29 14.30 11.24 10.77 11.01 11.05 11.44(3)
Dual DBS 10.44 14.87 11.48 10.57 11.21 11.41 11.66(2)
ED-Floyd 35.52 38.58 36.46 35.00 36.13 36.17 36.31(1)
ED-Jarvis 30.83 33.98 30.66 30.95 31.27 31.90 31.60(4)
Near-opt. 31.22 35.31 32.74 31.90 32.14 32.01 32.55(3)
Dual DBS 34.68 39.15 35.77 35.04 35.89 35.69 36.04(2)
ED-Floyd 37.01 39.70 37.86 36.11 37.44 38.06 37.70(2)
ED-Jarvis 31.64 34.43 30.80 31.75 31.98 33.05 32.28(4)
Near-opt. 31.27 35.57 32.89 32.13 32.23 32.11 32.70(3)
Dual DBS 38.01 42.03 38.78 39.17 39.61 39.08 39.45(1)

(Campbell, Daly, Mannos, Nasanen and Dual-metric (top-bottom)).
WSNR(dB) Objective Results(E-D Serp. scan)

Images
Methods Barbara F16 House Windmill Lena Peppers Average

ED-Floyd 11.60 15.09 12.56 12.52 12.33 12.27 12.72(1)
ED-Jarvis   9.35 13.34 10.13   9.86   9.96 10.00 10.44(4)
Near-opt. 10.25 14.31 11.18 10.73 10.95 11.01 11.40(3)
Dual DBS 10.38 14.77 11.39 10.59 11.13 11.32 11.60(2)
ED-Floyd 12.58 15.97 13.57 13.49 13.31 13.22 13.69(1)
ED-Jarvis   9.91 13.85 10.69 10.41 10.52 10.55 10.99(4)
Near-opt. 11.08 15.08 12.03 11.56 11.79 11.83 12.23(3)
Dual DBS 11.25 15.69 12.30 11.38 12.03 12.23 12.48(2)
ED-Floyd 11.78 15.18 12.77 12.71 12.51 12.42 12.90(1)
ED-Jarvis   9.15 13.11   9.94   9.65   9.76   9.79 10.23(4)
Near-opt. 10.29 14.30 11.24 10.77 11.01 11.05 11.44(3)
Dual DBS 10.44 14.87 11.48 10.57 11.21 11.41 11.66(2)
ED-Floyd 34.62 37.05 35.56 35.15 35.20 35.07 35.44(2)
ED-Jarvis 30.56 33.47 30.40 30.77 30.98 31.57 31.29(4)
Near-opt. 31.22 35.31 32.74 31.90 32.14 32.01 32.55(3)
Dual DBS 34.68 39.15 35.77 35.04 35.89 35.69 36.04(1)
ED-Floyd 36.03 37.76 36.82 36.52 36.47 36.63 36.70(2)
ED-Jarvis 31.28 33.74 30.48 31.36 31.57 32.63 31.84(4)
Near-opt. 31.27 35.57 32.89 32.13 32.23 32.11 32.70(3)
Dual DBS 38.01 42.03 38.78 39.17 39.61 39.08 39.45(1)
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Psychovisual test.

WSNR(dB) Campbell, (right) error diffusion with serpentine scan.

WSNR(dB) Daly, (right) error diffusion with serpentine scan.
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WSNR(dB) Mannos, (right) error diffusion with serpentine scan.

WSNR(dB) Nasanen, (right) error diffusion with serpentine scan.

WSNR(dB) Dual-metric, (right) error diffusion with serpentine scan.
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The spatial (left) and spectral (right) statistics for Error Diffusion Floyd and
Steinberg error filter at intensity levels I = 1/16, 1/8, 1/4 and 1/2 (top-
bottom). The halftone tints are printed in 100 dpi.
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The spatial (left) and spectral (right) statistics for Error Diffusion Jarvis et
al. error filter at intensity levels I = 1/16, 1/8, 1/4 and 1/2 (top-bottom). The
halftone tints are printed in 100 dpi.
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The spatial (left) and spectral (right) statistics for Near-optimal method at
intensity levels I = 1/16, 1/8, 1/4 and 1/2 (top-bottom). The halftone tints are
printed in 100 dpi. Binarization by Near-optimal method has been provided
by S. Gooran, Linkoping University.
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The spatial (left) and spectral (right) statistics for Dual-metric DBS at
intensity levels I = 1/16, 1/8, 1/4 and 1/2 (top-bottom). The halftone tints are
printed in 100 dpi. Binarization by Dual-metric DBS has been provided by
Prof. Jan P. Allebach and Sang Ho Kim of Purdue University, West
Lafayette, Indianna.
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Original images, printed in 300 dpi.
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The test image is the halftone results of four different halftoning methods: (a)
Error diffusion Floyd and Steinberg, (b) Error diffusion Jarvis et al., (c)
Dual-metric DBS and (d) Near-optimal method, clockwise from left upper.
The test image is printed in 200 dpi.
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The test image is the halftone results of four different halftoning methods: (a)
Error diffusion Floyd and Steinberg, (b) Error diffusion Jarvis et al., (c)
Dual-metric DBS and (d) Near-optimal method, clockwise from left upper.
The test image is printed in 200 dpi.
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The test image is the halftone results of four different halftoning methods: (a)
Error diffusion Floyd and Steinberg, (b) Error diffusion Jarvis et al., (c)
Dual-metric DBS and (d) Near-optimal method, clockwise from left upper.
The test image is printed in 200 dpi.
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The test image is the halftone results of four different halftoning methods: (a)
Error diffusion Floyd and Steinberg, (b) Error diffusion Jarvis et al., (c)
Dual-metric DBS and (d) Near-optimal method, clockwise from left upper.
The test image is printed in 200 dpi.
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The test image is the halftone results of four different halftoning methods: (a)
Error diffusion Floyd and Steinberg, (b) Error diffusion Jarvis et al., (c)
Dual-metric DBS and (d) Near-optimal method, clockwise from left upper.
The test image is printed in 200 dpi.
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The test image is the halftone results of four different halftoning methods: (a)
Error diffusion Floyd and Steinberg, (b) Error diffusion Jarvis et al., (c)
Dual-metric DBS and (d) Near-optimal method, clockwise from left upper.
The test image is printed in 200 dpi.
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The test image is the halftone results of four different halftoning methods: (a)
Error diffusion Floyd and Steinberg, (b) Error diffusion Jarvis et al., (c)
Near-optimal method and (d) Dual-metric DBS (left to right). The test image
is printed in 150 dpi.
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function ratio=wsnr_4(type, orig, dith, freq)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%   WSNR  Weighted signal to noise ratio.
%   RATIO = WSNR_4(TYPE, ORIG, DITH, FREQ) computes the weighted signal to
%   noise ratio of dith with respect to orig and returns the result in dB.
%   FREQ specifies the spatial frequency in cycles per degree that
%   corresponds to the Nyquist frequency in the x-direction.
%
%   INPUT ARGUMENTS:
%   type   ->   Filter type: 'Campbell', 'Nasanen', 'Daly' or 'Mannos'.
%   orig   ->   Original Continuous-tone Image.
%   dith   ->   Binary halftone Image.
%   freq   ->   Spatial frequency in cycles/degree.
%
%   OUTPUT ARGUMENT:
%   ratio  ->   Weighted signal to noise ratio in dB.
%
%   Example : ratio = wsnr_4('Daly', double(orig), double(dith), 25)
%
% Refs:
%   (1) F. W. Campbell, R. H. S. Carpenter and J. Z. Levinson,
%       "Visibility of aperiodic patterns compared with that of sinusoidal
%       gratings", in J.Physiol., vol. 204, pp. 283-298, 1969.
%
%   (2) R. Nasanen, "Visibility of halftone dot textures", in IEEE Trans.
%       Syst., Man. Cybern., vol. SMC-14, pp. 920-924, 1984.
%
%   (3) S. Daly, "Subroutine for the Generation of a Two Dimensional
%       Human Visual Contrast Sensitivity Function", Eastman Kodak,
%       Tech. Rep. 233203y, 1987.
%
%   (4) J. Mannos and D. Sakrison, "The effects of a visual fidelity
%       criterion on the encoding of images", in IEEE Trans. Inf.
%       Theory, IT-20 (4), pp. 525-535, July 1974.
%
%   (5) J. Sullivan, L. Ray and R. Miller, "Design of minimum visual
%       modulation halftone patterns", in IEEE Trans. Systems, Man. and
%       Cybernetics, vol. 21, pp. 33-38, Jan. 1991.
%
%   (6) J. Sullivan, R. Miller and G. Pios, "Image halftoning using a
%       visual modeling error diffusion", in J. Opt. Soc. Am. A, vol. 10,
%       pp. 1714-1724, Aug. 1993.
%
%   (7) T. D. Kite, B. L. Evans and A. C. Bovik, "Modeling and quality
%       assessment of halftoning by error diffusion", in IEEE Trans.
%       Image Processing, vol. 9, pp. 909-922, May 2000.
%
%       P-E Axelson, June 2003, Linkoping University.
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

[m,n]=size(orig);

[x,y]=meshgrid(-m/2+0.5:m/2-0.5);     % generate mesh

plane=(x+i*y)/m*2*freq;               % radial frequency

Fr=abs(plane);

% According to (5,6), we modify the radial frequency according to angle.

s=0.15*cos(4*angle(plane))+0.85;
Fr=Fr./s;
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switch type
    case 'Campbell'
          csf=exp(-(Fr.*2*pi*0.012))-exp(-(Fr.*2*pi*0.046));
          csf=csf/max(max(csf));
          f=find(Fr<6.2926); csf(f)=1.0+zeros(size(f));

% Find weighted SNR in frequency domain. Note that, because we not
% weighting the signal, we compute signal power in the spatial domain.
% This requires us to multiply by the image size in pixels to get the
% signal power in the frequency domain for division.

          err=orig-dith;
          %err_wt=fft2(err).*csf;                  % weighted error spectrum
          err_wt=fftshift(fft2(err)).*csf;
          im=fft2(orig);

mse=sum(sum(err_wt.*conj(err_wt)));      % weighted error power
mss=sum(sum(im.*conj(im)));              % signal power
ratio=10*log10(mss/mse);                 % compute SNR

    case 'Nasanen'
          csf= exp(-(Fr./((0.525*log(11))+3.91)));

          err=orig-dith;
          %err_wt=fft2(err).*csf;                  % weighted error spectrum
          err_wt=fftshift(fft2(err)).*csf;
          im=fft2(orig);

          mse=sum(sum(err_wt.*conj(err_wt)));      % weighted error power
          mss=sum(sum(im.*conj(im)));              % signal power
          ratio=10*log10(mss/mse);                 % compute SNR

    case 'Daly'
          csf=2.2*(0.192+0.114*Fr).*exp(-(0.114*Fr).^1.1);
          f=find(Fr<6.5296); csf(f)=1.0+zeros(size(f));

          err=orig-dith;
          %err_wt=fft2(err).*csf;                  % weighted error spectrum
          err_wt=fftshift(fft2(err)).*csf;
          im=fft2(orig);

          mse=sum(sum(err_wt.*conj(err_wt)));      % weighted error power
          mss=sum(sum(im.*conj(im)));              % signal power
          ratio=10*log10(mss/mse);                 % compute SNR

    case 'Mannos'
          csf=2.6*(0.0192+0.114*Fr).*exp(-(0.114*Fr).^1.1);
          f=find(Fr<7.8909); csf(f)=1.0+zeros(size(f));

          err=orig-dith;
          %err_wt=fft2(err).*csf;                  % weighted error spectrum
          err_wt=fftshift(fft2(err)).*csf;
          im=fft2(orig);

          mse=sum(sum(err_wt.*conj(err_wt)));      % weighted error power
          mss=sum(sum(im.*conj(im)));              % signal power
          ratio=10*log10(mss/mse);                 % compute SNR

    otherwise
                  error('Unknown method type')
end
%                 End of function
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function Cpp = dual(type, N, dpi, dis)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%   CPP = dual(TYPE,N,DPI,DIS) creates autocorrelation filter
%   from a 2-comp approx. Gaussian lp-filter of size NxN.
%
%   INPUT ARGUMENTS:
%   type   ->   Filter type: 'Cpp_1' or 'Cpp_2'.
%   N      ->   Filter size NxN.
%   dpi    ->   Printer resolution in dots per inches.
%   dis    ->   Viewing distance in inches.
%
%   OUTPUT ARGUMENT:
%   Cpp    ->   Filter of size NxN.
%
%   Example : Cpp= dual('Cpp_1', 25, 72, 40);
%
% Refs:
%   (1) J. P. Allebach and S. H. Kim, "Impact of HVS Models on
%       Model-Based Halftoning", in IEEE Trans. Image Processing,
%       vol. 11, pp. 258-269, Mar. 2002.
%
%   (2) J. P. Allebach and D. J. Lieberman, "A dual interpretation
%       for direct binary search and its implications for tone
%       reproduction and texture quality", in IEEE Trans. Image
%       Processing, vol. 9, pp. 1950-1969, Nov. 2000.
%
%       P-E Axelson, June 2003, Linkoping University.
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%EVEN FILTERSIZE!!!%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%A=N/2;
%[U,V]=meshgrid(0:N-1);
%U0=A;
%V0=A;
%S=dpi*dis;                    % S is a scale parameter
%Fm=(U-U0).*180/(pi*S);
%Fn=(V-V0).*180/(pi*S);
%Fr=sqrt((Fm.*Fm)+(Fn.*Fn));   % Compute distances
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%ODD FILTERSIZE!!!%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
M=([N N]);
fsize=(M-1)/2;
[Fm,Fn]=meshgrid(-fsize(2):fsize(2),-fsize(1):fsize(1));
S=dpi*dis;                     % S is a scale parameter
Fm=Fm.*180/(pi*S);
Fn=Fn.*180/(pi*S);
Fr=sqrt((Fm.*Fm)+(Fn.*Fn));    % Compute distance
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%     Meshgrid run from 1 to M and 1 to N, respectively.
%     In this case the meshgrid set up is adjusted to compute
%     the filter center, running from -([N N])/2 to +([N N])/2
%     for both Fm and Fn, respectively.
%     Meshgrid also reverses the order of rows and columns,
%     so the final result must be transposed in order to
%     to preserve the original order of the coordinates.
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

switch type
    case 'Cpp_1'
        arg11=(-(Fr.*Fr)./(2*(0.0219*0.0219)));
        arg12=(-(Fr.*Fr)./(2*(0.0598*0.0598)));
        Cpp=43.2*exp(arg11)+38.7*exp(arg12);
        Cpp=Cpp.*(180*180)/(pi*pi*dis*dis);
        Cpp=Cpp./sum(sum(Cpp));
    case 'Cpp_2'
        arg21=(-(Fr.*Fr)./(2*(0.0330*0.0330)));
        arg22=(-(Fr.*Fr)./(2*(0.0569*0.0569)));
        Cpp=19.1*exp(arg21)+42.7*exp(arg22);
        Cpp=Cpp.*(180*180)/(pi*pi*dis*dis);
        Cpp=Cpp./sum(sum(Cpp));
    otherwise
                  error('Unknown filter type')
end

%                 End of function


